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ENTC offers a clear-cut solution to the crisis in Ethiopia
The human rights atrocities, incitement of hostilities between ethnic groups, and systemic corruption
has become so routine in Ethiopia that many people are accepting them as normal. Others are ignoring
the problems because they have succumbed to hopelessness. Ethiopian National Transitional Council
(ENTC) believes that losing hope is not an option. The recent ethnic cleansing campaign against Amhara
farmers in western Ethiopia, the brutal crackdown of peaceful Muslim protesters who are demanding
religious freedom, the arrest of Arena Tigray party members in Tigray, mass arrest of Oromo youth and
civilians in Arba Minch, and the continued detentions of journalists, political party leaders and members,
and religious leaders can all be stopped if freedom loving Ethiopians come together and offer the people
of Ethiopia an alternative to the ethnic apartheid regime.
Removing the TPLF regime and replacing it with an all-inclusive transitional government is a clear-cut
solution to the political, economic and social crises that have engulfed our country.
The recent nation-wide efforts by UDJ and Semayawi parties to mobilize Ethiopians to assert their
freedom are positive steps. ENTC fully supports their endeavours. ENTC is also pleased with the Ethiopian
Muslim’s peaceful and courageous struggle to stop the TPLF regime’s interference in religious affairs.

The logical extension to the efforts that are being made by Ethiopian pro-democracy forces is coming up
with an alternative system of governance in Ethiopia. To help facilitate such process, ENTC has been
holding consultative conferences in various cities since July 2012.
ENTC will hold an important town hall meeting April 13, 2014 in Washington DC where prominent
scholars, representatives of political and civic groups and religious leaders will discuss their vision on
removing and replacing the regime in Ethiopia through a unified struggle.
Guest speakers include religious leaders Abune Philipos and Sheik Khalid Mohammed; Ustaz Haji Najib,
Aba Gebreselassie Tibebu, Prof. Alemayehu Gebremariam, Dr Kassa Kebede, Journalist Abebe Gelaw and
ENTC speaker Ato Sileshi Tilahun.
ENTC cordially invites all patriotic Ethiopians in the Washington DC area to participate in this important
town hall meeting.
Time/Date: Sunday, April 13, 2014, at 1:30 PM
Place: Sheraton Pentagon City, 900 S. Orme Street, Arlington VA (Next to Dama Restaurant)
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